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Abstract
The visit of the

Pope

to

Nigeria

on

the

eve

of the transition to

democratic rule in the country engendered new hopes towards the
restoration of human dignity and human rights in Nigeria after decades

military rule. Persons with disabilities, a group that have
grappled with marginalization and discrimination in the society, deserve
to be part of the emerging new dispensation The paper highlights the
imperatives of human dignity in an effort to goad society into an
appreciation of its obligations towards the disabled. Emphasis is placed
on the fact that the protection of the rights of the disabled in the
of oppressive

envisioned

democratic order is

and must remain the collective

responsibility of the government, the church and private individuals and
organisations. Persons with disabilities prefer equal opportunities to
charity and the principal duty of government consists in creating an
enabling environment for the equalization of opportunities. The church,
for its part, has a divine injunction to make a preferential option for the
poor and the needy exemplified in the disabled. The integration of the
disabled in the society depends ultimately on the cooperation of the
individuals, their organisations and their cuhural conceptions.
Introduction
It is estimated that
2

one

in every

eight

households in Africa has

a

disabled person In Nigeria, this figure could be an understatement.
Even without any reliable statistics, it is general knowledge that Nigeria

history of road accidents in the whole of Africa. While
thousands of people lose their lives annually on Nigerian roads, many
more are disfigured and maimed for life. In a country without health
insurance schemes or social securities, the families become the only
place of refuge and rehabilitation for these forgotten citizens. There is
has the worst
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hardly any family in Nigeria without a member suffering from one form
of disability or another. While disability is a universal anomaly, the
tragic note in the Nigerian case is the conspicuous absence of public
concem

The extent of this
the

Nigerian society

abject

indifference to the

became

more

apparent

to

plight of the disabled in
during my search for

me

materials for this paper. Not even the academia have been generous to
the disabled in our society. This is because the situation of persons with
disabilities and their

special needs have not yet found any meaningful
study by our intellectuals. In the evolution of any social
change, intellectuals and philosophers have always played leading roles
in providing public awareness and goading the conscience of society.

treatment or

Disability and Handicap
Definitions of what constitute

disability

have

usually been made by
the specific objectives of

different governments and states to reflect
regulations and schemes. To this

their welfare
for

now we

shall return later, but
shall make do with the UN delineation in The Standard
we

Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities
adopted in 1994. Here "people may be disabled by physical, intellectual
or sensory impairment, medical conditions or mental illness. Such
impairments, conditions or illnesses may be permanent or transitory in
,,3
nature.
The rules also describe handicap as "the loss or limitation of
opportunities to take part in the life of the community on any equal
,,4
level with others. This definition of handicap describes the encounter
Rules

the

on

.

between the disabled person with the environment. It therefore focuses
attention on the shortcomings in the environment and in activities of

society that prevent
participation.

disabled

persons

from

active

and

equal

The list of the category of disabled persons in Nigeria is endless.
Apart from the huge number that result from road accidents. our

society
citizens.

is

replete with
Nigeria fought

these
one

grossly neglected

and often

of the bloodiest and most brutal

despised
wars

of

the twentieth century. Almost thirty years on. the war victims have
abso lutely no rehabilitating scheme or social security measures that
would make them love this country

or our

society. Many

years of
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hardship resuhing from misrule and totalitarian oppression have taken
their toll on the psyche of the generality of Nigerians. At no other point
in our history did we have so many mentally damaged personalities as
we now have in the country. Our womenfolk have not been spared in
this regard. Despite the general notion that women are the weaker sex,
studies have shown that they are more resilient and more stable than
men in the face of extreme emotional hardship. This is the single most
powerful argument behind the frequent caIIs in some advanced nations
for

women

to take active

hardship in Nigeria
women

seems

part in combat, But the kind of emotional
to have obliterated this natural

from mother nature.

villages,

on

advantage of

Everywhere you look, in
places, you find

the streets and in market

towns and
an

unusual

number of men and women, most of them wry young, with mental

disability.
Enviromnental degradation is

now

also

increasing the number of birth

defects within our shores. Allied to this is the frequent occurrence of
health disabilities like heart attacks, stroke, paralysis and, more

recently, AIDS. Unfortunately, man-made disasters are also allowed to
swell the number of the disabled in our society. Just recently, a tragic
inferno caused by an oil explosion at Jesse led to the loss of ahnost a
thousand lives and left double that number disabled. We were all
shocked and ashamed that the primary concern of our government in
the face of

disaster of such

magnitude

was

saboteurs, Meanwhile, those maimed for life

even

a

with

culprits

and

at their homes are

left without any hope of relief or rehabilitation All these ailments have
the added potential of inflicting untold hardship on families if the
affected person is the breadwimer.
WIth

regard to the predicaments of the disabled in Nigeria, does our
society really value human dignity and human life? What measures
aught to be taken by government, the churches, individuals and private
organisations to ensure adequate integration of the disabled into the
jpclety? These are some of the questions we are going to address in
this paper. We shall be looking at models of integration as worked out
by societies that have addressed the problems of their disabled.
Fortunately, the church's efforts of Justice, Development and Peace to
be intensified in the new millennium as demanded by the Holy Father in
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his call for National reconciliation, coincides with our national resolve
to usher in an equitable and democratic social order during the same
It is

period.

that these models of integration shall be

guide
society. The
to
we
are
must
in
the
words
build
of the Holy
be,
striving
society
Father, one "that respects all its members in their dignity, their rights
in

our

our

hope

efforts to act

and their freedoms.

on

behalf of the disabled of our

a

own

,,5

Imperatives of Human Dignity
For any society to arrive at an adequate appreciation ofthe plight of the
disabled, it is paramount for it to have the right understanding of
human dignity. Perhaps, no other ideal seems so clearly accepted as a
universal social good as the idea of the dignity of the human person
National constitutions and recent declarations on human rights make
references to it, and various resolutions and declarations of
I. The

international bodies call the attention of governments and societies to
it. Yet, with regard to the disabled, the idea of human dignity seems to
have

a

students in America

ground

were

to exterminate

in

group of college
asked whether it would be justified on any

derogatory acceptance

people

society. Recently,

with

severe

a

disabilities. A

whooping

65% answered in the affirmative. The result of the survey may appear
astonishing, but it is an honest representation of our actions or

omissions towards the disabled in
distorted

understanding

society.

In other

words, it reveals the

of human life and of human

dignity

in

our

subconscious.
A search for the

essence

of

etymological root, 'dignitatis'

dignity
which

must
means

begin

with its Latin

'worth',

or

French

valeur- intrinsic worth. The UN Charter refers to the 'dignity and
worth' of the human person and thus uses two synonyms for the same

concept,"
complex

This

helps

to reinforce the idea of human

dignity

as

a

notion of the intrinsic value of an individual. It takes account

of the distinct

personal identity that is contained in each human
irrespective ofhis or her physical or mental condition. In this
the
term "persons with disabilities" is now frequently used in
regard,
place of "disabled persons" so as not to give the impression that the
ability of an individual to function as a person has been disabled',
individual
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replete

intrinsic worth of human life

with

cases

of the denial of the

manifested in atrocities

perpetrated
During the reign of terror in Nazi Germany in the
past century, thousands of disabled persons were systematically
liquidated by government policy. The controversies surrounding issues
of bioethics in recent times show that the world has not changed much
since the demise of the Nazi evil empire. There is now a growing
tendency to subordinate issues of human life and of human rights to the

against the

as

disabled.

freedom of scientific research for the benefit of hwnankind. The
discussions

manipulation, experiments with human embryos,
cloning of human beings come to mind here. Whereas
some of these things have been practised discreetly in the past, the
a1anning thing is the openness with which the cat is now being let out
of the 00g. According to the Australian ethics professor, Peter Singer,
society should be free to apply euthanasia on newly born children with
severe disabilities. This is in accord with his belief and teaching that
disabled persons are mere biological factors and should therefore be
accorded only diminished personality rights. The outcry which this
position elicited in Gennany in 1996 shows a growing acceptance of
over

gene

euthanasia and

8

the sacredness of life in some civilized parts ofthe world.
Scripture tells us that every human being is created in the likeness of
God: ''So God created

man

in his

own

image,

in the

image of God he

created him

(Gen 1, 27). Under the infiuence of Platonism, this
"image" theology took on prominence in western thought from the
time ofSt. Augustine. St. Paul's words in the New Testament, ''Christ
is the image of the invisible God" (2 Cor. 4, 4; Col. 1, 15), became the
spotlight of this theology. Christ, truly human in all aspects except sin,
is not a mere picture of God, but a true representation of Him. What
more can one say about human dignity! Each individual, able-bodied or
disabled, possesses a basic dignity that comes only from God, and not
from race, status or achievement. Christ upheld this truth not only by
the force of his incarnation, but a1so by his preferential option for the
poor. st. Matthew tells us that Jesus, before ever he fed the crowd, first
of all healed the lame, the maimed, the blind, the dumb and many
others with various disabilities (Mt. 15,29-31).
In imitation of Christ, Catholic social

teaching gives a centre stage to
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poor and vulnerable. In the Encyclical, Laborem
Human Work), Pope John Paul II teaches that "The

are

(On

fully human subjects with corresponding innate, sacred and
rights, and, in spite of the limitations and sufferings affecting
their bodies and faculties, they point up more clearly the dignity and
greatness of man" If this teaching is properly understood and
universally accepted, society everywhere would have no difficulty in
eliminating social marginalization and discrimination. against the
disabled. Disability is an accident of life that does not diminish or
eliminate the human dignity of the person affected. In his recently
published memoirs, Fr. Kevin Doheny said that Group Captain
Leonard Cheshire, the celebrated philanthropist and social worker of
our time, taught him that in any encounter with a disabled person, we
are not to look at the disability, but at the person behind." As
Nigerians grapple with a new democratic dispensation, they should
heed the appeal of the Holy Father "to rid society of everything that
are

inviolable

offends the

dignity ofthe human person or violets human rights.":'

The Influence of Society

The

and

must be

public
on society for

on

aware

Individual

Identity

"that individuals have

a

claim

on

each other

certain basic minimum conditions without which the

value of human life is diminished

negated."?

Church

history,
general, contains two opposing
tendencies that have their origin in the Gospel. On the one hand, God
accepts us as we are, not on the ground of what we have or what we
are aspiring to be, but by virtue of Christ's work alone. However,
accepting us "as we are" does not imply that He takes us as an isolated,
self-governing units: He takes us along with all the things that
condition and shape our identity-specific time and place, society and
culture, our family and group." In other words, to be truly human, we
need society, our society, the place and environment without which we
cannot feel at home. Solidarity is the eagerness to see others as another
and indeed the

history

or even

of salvation in

"self," because, as John Donne says, "no
itself; every man is a piece of the continent,

Generally,

the force of

appeal

island, entire of
a part of the main.':"
man

is

an

contained in Christian social

has not been lost to Christians, but in

an

teaching
increasingly secularised
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society, it may not be seen as capable of substantiating the heavy
responsibility involved in being our brother's keepers. If ever a societal
and political consensus is possible for the provision of measures that
would guarantee persons with disabilities the realisation of their human
dignity, it must be sought in the area of human rights. This is because
"the

study of the

evolution of the idea of human

rights shows that they
right to life.,,15 There is a
right:
consensus
in
civilized
societies
that
human life is the highest
general
good and that its protection and preservation demand an overriding
priority not only in state authority, but also in every form of human co
flow from the

one

fundamental

the

existence.

integration of persons with disabilities becomes, therefore, a
major obligation of any society. A world conference on human rights
The

held in 1993 in

Vienna, Austria,

states in article 22 of its declaration

special attention should be paid to "ensuring non-discrimination,
equal enjoyment of all human rights and fimdamental freedoms
disabled
by
persons, including their active participation in all aspects of
society.':" In the following year the UN General Assembly adopted the
Standard Rilles on the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with
Disabilities. Though not binding, the rules were designed to act as a
guide for the international community and to ensure that persons with
disabilities exercise the same rights and obligations as others and to
help them to participate fully in the activities of the society in which
that

and the

they live.
The emphasis on equal opportunities in the UN rules is of particular
significance because it touches on an issue that provides the greatest
hurt to the personality and integrity of the disabled, namely,
discrimination It was not possible to utilize the opinions and personal
experiences of disabled persons in this work, but there seems to be a
general impression that they prefer equal opportunity to charity. The
principle of equal rights insists that the needs of each and every
individual are of equal importance and that society should employ its
resources

has

and services in such

way

as

to ensure that every individual

equal opportunity for participation.

Most of our discussion

that

a

concern

the human

so

far has been centred

dignity

and human

on

rights

general principles
of all persons in
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general. It is an indisputable fact that "a person in abject condition,
deprived of adequate means of subsistence, or denied the opportunity
to work, suffers a profound affront to his sense of dignity and intrinsic
,,17
If able-bodied persons suffer all these and more privations in
worth.
the Nigerian society, it follows that the world of the disabled among us
can simply be described as hell on earth. Applied with distributive
justice, the principle of equal rights will invariably recognize the
intrinsic worth of the disabled and help to focus the attention of our
society on their special needs and aspirations.
More often than not, we leave the propriety of these fimdamental
principles merely on the level of moral appeals. But the truth is that
such appeals are taken seriously only by those who make them and
very often they lose their strength in the face of general indifference and
political pragmatism. There is urgent need to have them reflected in
national and corporate constitutions and public policy as part of the
necessary instruments of change in our society. The Russian leader,
Joseph Stalin, once said that trust is good, but control is better. Time
has come to impose a legal obligation on the Nigerian society to
promote equality of rights and equality of opportunities for all its
citizens, including and especially the disabled ones. The idea of human
dignity must be expressed in concrete measures that are not a matter of
pragmatic choice. Above all, it must be substantiated in principles that
reflect not only the options of a particular religious tradition, but also
experiences that emanate from natural human coexistence.
II. The

Responsibility of Government
Nigerian. Constitution states that "every person has a right to
life" (Section 30), and that "every person is entitled to respect for the
dignity of his person" (Section 31). Though these laconic declarations
do not mention persons with disabilities by name, they nevertheless
cover their rights as human beings and as Nigerians. However, the
problem lies with the provision of adequate regulations and measures
that guarantee rights to life and enhance the dignity of persons. In the
words of Boutros Boutros Ghali, the former UN Secretaty General,
"Societies which accommodate human diversity not only respect
fundamental freedoms, but mobilize people's full potential Disabled
The 1979
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persons challenge the world to grow, and to build a society which
advances freedoms and addresses the needs and contributions of all its

Western world has made remarkable progress in
integrating persons with disabilities in their societies, Nigeria is rather
retrogressing. It is important, therefore, to borrow from the solutions
applied in these societies.
members.?"

While the

Some Western Models

ofIntegration
quite a good number of social welfare
schemes designed to integrate persons with disabilities into their
respective societies. But in the age of globalisation of policies, the

Most industrialised nations have

United Nations has

seek

a

uniform

come

up with

application

some

across

international

that

measures

nations. In December 1991

�

for

instance, the General Assembly adopted 25 principles for the protection
of persons with mental illness and for the improvement of mental health
care.

This

was

December 3

as

followed in October 1992 with the
International

Day of Disabled

proclamation

Persons. The aim

to awaken the "consciousness

of

was to

of populations

provide
opportunity
regarding the gains to be derived by individuals and society from the
integration of disabled persons into every area of social, economic and
political life.,,19 Furthermore, the UN Standard Rules on the
Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities of 1994 was
designed, as mentioned above, to act as a guide for the international
community. There are in all 22 rules which serve as preconditions for
equal participation of the disabled persons in society. Without going
an

each of the rules, it serves a useful purpose in view
responsibility of government to enumerate them:

into the details
of the

Rule 1.

on

Awareness-raising
States should take action to raise

persons with disabilities, their
and their contribution.

awareness

rights,

in

society about
potential

their needs, their
.

Rule 2. Medical care
States should

ensure

the

provision

of effective medical

provision

of rehabilitation services to

care

to

persons with disabilities.
Rule 3. Rehabilitation
States should

ensure

the
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persons with disabilities in order for them to reach and sustain
their optimum level of independence and functioning.

Rule 4.

Support services
States should ensure the development and supply of support
services, including assistive devices for persons with disabilities,
to

Rule 5.

assist them to increase their level of independence in their

daily

living and to exercise their rights.
Accessibility
For persons with disabilities of any

introduce

programmes of
environment accessible; and
access

to

action

kind, States should (a)
make

to

(b) undertake

the

measures to

physical
provide

information and communication.

Rule 6. Education

principle of equal primary, secondary
opportunities for children, youth and
tertiary
adults with disabilities, in integrated settings. They should ensure
that the education of persons with disabilities is an integral part of
States should

recognize

and

educational

the

the educational system.

Rule 7.

Employment
States should

recognize the principle that persons with disabilities
empowered to exercise their human rights, particularly in
the field of employment. In both rural and urban areas they must
have equal opportunities for productive and gainful employment
must

be

in the labour market.

Rule 8. Income maintenance and social security
States

are

responsible

for the

provision

of social

security

and

income maintenance for persons with disabilities.
Rule 9. Family life and personal integrity
State should promote the full participation of persons with
family life. They should promote their right to
personal integrity and ensure that laws do not discriminate

disabilities in

against persons with disabilities with
relationships, marriage and parenthood.

respect

to

sexual

Rule J O. Culture
States will
and

can

ensure

that persons with disabilities are integrated into
in cultural activities on an equal basis.

participate

Rule J J. Recreation and sports
States will take
Ru Ie J 2.

measures

to ensure that persons with

disabilities

equal opportunities for recreation and sports.
Religion
States will encourage measures for equal participation by persons
with disabilities in the religious life of their communities.
have
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Information and research
States

assume

responsibility for the collection and
on the living conditions of persons
promote comprehensive research on all

the ultimate

dissemination of information
with disabilities and

aspects, including obstacles that affect the lives of persons with
disabilities.

Rule 14.

Rule 15.

Policy-making and planning
States will ensure that disability aspects are included in all
relevant policy-making and planning.
Legislation
States have a responsibility to create the legal basis for measures
to achieve the objectives of full participation and equality for
persons with disabilities.

Rule 16. Economic policies
States have the financial
and

measures

to create

responsibility for national programmes
equal opportunities for persons with

disabilities.

Rule 17. Coordination

of work
responsible for the establishment and strengthening of
national coordinating committees, or similar bodies, to serve as a
national focal point on disability matters.
Organisation ofpersons with disabilities
States should recognize the right of the organizations of persons
States

Rule 18.

are

with disabilities to represent persons with disabilities at national,
regional and local levels. States should also recognize the

advisory role of organizations of persons with disabilities in
decision-making on disability matters.
Rule 19. Personnel training
States are responsible for ensuring the adequate training of
personnel, at all levels, involved in the planning and provision of
programmes and services concerning persons with disabilities.
Rule 20. National monitoring and evaluation ofdisability programmes in
the implementation of the Rules.
States are responsible for the continuous monitoring and
evaluation of the implementation of national programmes and
services concerning the equalization of opportunities for persons
with disabilities.

Rule 21. Technical and economic cooperation

States, both industrialized and developing, have the responsibility
cooperate in and take measures for the improvement of the

to

living

conditions of persons with disabilities in

countries.

developing
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Rule 22. International cooperation
States will participate actively in international cooperation
concerning policies for the equalization of opportunities' for
persons with disabilities."

The rules

irrespective

are

directed

of whether

specifically to national governments
they are industrialized states or third-world

states. There are no indications however that any of the rules has

in Nigeria. In contrast, many Western
governments have drawn a great deal of inspiration from them.
Long before the adoption of the Standard Rules, Western nations
been

implemented

have

operated comprehensive

the

area

welfare schemes for their disabled. But

of the Rules that has induced

a

lot of innovations has to do

with

employment, namely rules 7 and 8, and, to a large extent, rule 6.
The Standard Rules recognise the field of employment as "one in which

prominent and persistent," and
recommend that "artificial barriers to integration in general, and to
employment in particular, be removed.':" One country that has heeded

disability-based

discrimination has been

this call is Britain.
In

1995, Britain introduced the Disability Discrimination Bill

to

provide legal protection against discrimination in employment on
grounds of disability. It has since become law. The new measure
became necessary because the Disabled Persons (Employment) Act of
1944, which introduced the quota system,

was

found to be ineffective.

The quota system required any employer of 20 or more people to
reserve 3 per cent of the work force for disabled persons. Among other

things,

it made

with disabilities.
was

not

provisions

to

unfair dismissal of persons
effective pattern of enforcement, it

guard against

However, with no
possible to get all employers to comply.

Disability Discrimination Bill of 1995 went all out to redress the
shortcomings of the old legal arrangement. It defined a disabled person
as "one who has a physical or mental impairment which has a
substantial and long-term adverse effect on his or her ability to carry
out normal day to day activities.,,22 The Bill was later amended to
include persons with AIDS or symptomatic HIV. It required employers
to readjust the working environment to accommodate the special
The
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conditions of the disabled and gave persons with disabilities
of access to goods, facilities and services.
Under the

new

arrangement, the disabled in Britain who

specific jobs

to cart)' out

are

treated

on

equal

terms

more

are

right

qualified

with their able

bodied counterparts. It therefore becomes a criminal offence for any
employer to discriminate against them on the grounds of their disability.

The Bill
and set

provides the opportunity of enforcement by means oftnbunals
up a National Disability Council to oversee the affairs of the

disabled.

integration is more advanced and more complex in
Germany, a country with a long tradition of welfare schemes. There are
several federal and state social welfare provisions and life insurance
schemes, which take charge of the care and rehabilitation of all needy
persons in Germany. Although some independent government and
church agencies responsible for disabled persons have complained
about some shortcomings in some of these provisions, for instance in
The model of

the Federal Social Welfare
in

providing

Ordinance,"

There is also

a

since 1974 and

regulating
Severe Disability

was

the efforts of the government

their distribution

funds and

are

impressive.
operation

Law which has been in

amended in 1986. Its main focus is

on

the

of

equal opportunities
provision
employment for persons with
disabilities. The underlying aim of this legal provision is to expand the
of

circle of
50%

disabled persons to include all persons with at least
irrespective of the kind and cause of the disability. In

severe

disability

other words, "the mere fact of a disability, its severity and the resulting
special needs are the only preconditions for relief and rehabilitation.?"
Under this law, the establishment of the type and degree of disability, as
well as the issuing of uniform identity cards are the responsibility of the

Department of Public
in Germany include:
1)

The

Utilities.

Highlights

of

of the Severe

Disability Law

employers not only to reserve a
quota for disabled employees, but also to continue
to honour applications from disabled persons even
after the obligatory quota has been met. (200 OM
are to be paid monthly as compensation for each

obligation
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unoccupied quota job place).
opportunities given to disabled persons to fully
develop their potentials in their places of work.
The
readjustment and expansion of working
environments to suit the special conditions of persons
The

with

disabilities."

Options for Nigeria
From the fore-going, it becomes very obvious that the administrations
in Nigeria, both civilian and military, have failed woefully in their
obligation towards the populace in general and the disabled in our
society in particular. The main purpose of government is to care for the
needs of the governed. It is our opinion that the emerging democracy
offers a welcome opportunity to make amends for past negligence.
A good starting point may well be the realisation that there are some
fimdamental problems which are inherent in any democratisation
process when it concerns human rights. By all account, democracy is
an expression of popular and majority will, which is not always
sympathetic to the claims of minorities and disadvantaged groups. It is
against this background that one speaks of the tyranny of the majority.
Human rights, on the other hand, are rooted "in concepts of
constitutional processes which recognise the claims to rights and to
dignity of all groups and individuals.'?" In other words, democracy and
human rights do come into conflict, and in the case of Nigeria, where
the problems to be addressed are legion, the chances are that the
disabled will continue to be neglected in the proposed new world
order. To prevent this from happening, there needs to be a political
decision backed up by state authority. Just as we said at the beginning,
we cannot afford to leave the integration of the disabled in our society
at the level of moral appeals. The state must provide coercive
leadership if the disabled are to be considered in the scheme of things.
The Standard Rules worked out by the UN could serve as a valuable
guideline in this direction However, it must be noted that their
successful implementation depends on a costly and efficient
bureaucracy which Nigeria, at its level of development, is ill-disposed
to afford. They therefore should be adapted to the Nigerian situation
Possible
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Whatever the immediate bent of the government may be, the

options

are

following

indispensable:

1) Constitutional and Legal Provisions
There is hardly any of the rules that can be effectively applied without
some constitutional and legal backing. Representatives of government,
the churches, pro-democracy and human rights groups, the disabled
persons and their organisations should sit in conference and debate
issues that concern human rights and a life worthy of human dignity. In
other words, welfare and social security decisions must be the product
of a democratic consensus, and once this has been done, the society, as
represented by the groups mentioned above, should decide how much
money it is willing to spend on welfare. It then becomes the

responsibility of the government to provide legal and constitutional
protection. The inclusion of persons with disabilities in national policy
decisions is indispensable to the procurement of adequate knowledge
and experience of their conditions and special needs. Such knowledge
is absolutely essential for the allocation of funds and for the
appointment and training of care personnel.
National legislations should either include references to displaced
persons in general provisions or be enacted specifically for persons with
disabilities. In whatever form they may appear, the aim should always
be:

(a)
(b)

To

remove or

To

temper the effects of disability,

assist all

conduct of life

measures
as

their

that have

an

independent

aim,

( c) To support training programmes for befitting jobs and
activities,
(d) To guarantee active participation in the life of society.
No

legislation

or

constitutional

imperative

can

succeed,

even

in

societies where there is rule of law, without adequate parameters for
control and enforcement. Government should make sure that whatever

legislation or constitutional arrangement is put in place
disabled is also effectively implemented.

in favour of the
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2) Education
general knowledge that education has the potential of influencing
the attitudes of peoples and the conduct of officials. All these are
essential for integration of the disabled in society. The education of the
disabled themselves is also offundamental importance, and government
should expand its education policy to cover the rights of persons with
disabilities. This is particularly necessary in the case of physically,
mentally and socially handicapped children Education for this group of
persons should be readily available and totally free, especially in the
primary and secondary levels.
While the establishment of special schools for 'sheltered' education of
the disabled will sometimes be inevitable, effort should, as far as
possible, be made to provide 'integrated' education for persons with
disabilities. In other words, they should be given the opportunity to
It is

attend the

same

disabilities. That
ones
use

schools and the
means

should be

will

same

universities with those without

that

existing public schools and proposed new
special conditions of the disabled. What
persons with disabilities if they cannot climb

to the

adapted
scholarships be to

the stairs to the classrooms and research laboratories?
Because of their

special needs, disabled persons have great need for
vocational training and rehabilitation centres. The remarkable
achievements made in this regard in advanced nations have made it
possible for persons with disabilities to compete on equal terms with
able-bodied persons in the pursuit of employment opportunities. The
opportunity given to a disabled person to be self-sustaining is
undoubtedly the highest level of integration that can be expected from
any society, a thing which is denied to many Nigerian citizens. In a new
democratic dispensation, we would like to see the government establish
sufficient vocational and rehabilitation centres to take care of the huge
number ofthe disabled and the homeless roaming the streets.
3) Economic Prosperity and Political Stability
We cannot plead the case of the disabled in isolation from the
prevailing economic situation in the society. It can be argued that if the
society is rich, the disabled among them will relatively be well off and
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legislation

and

no amount

of coercive

produce any result if everybody in the society is
disabled. So the priority of the government in the

appeal
economically
emerging democracy

in

economic

which

conditions,

Nigeria
are

should be the

provision

of

adequate

essential for any democratisation to

survive and

develop.
earlier, socio-political tensions are swelling the number
of persons with mental disabilities. Every effort should be made by
government to guarantee social peace and political stability in the new
As mentioned

millenniwn.
III. The Contribution of the Church

If the
near

history

of neglect

on

the part of government is

deplorable,

absence of church institutionalised welfare centres for the

the disabled is

the

care

of

it is

incomprehensible. In the long
neighbour, the care of the sick and of
the disabled belong to the corporal works of mercy that form the most
elementary authentification of Christian existence. This finds its
justification in Clnist's exposition on the Final Judgment: "Tru1y I tell
you, just as you did it to one of the least of these who are members of
my family, you did it to me." (Matt. 25, 40). The Judeo-Christian
as

unpardonable

as

tradition of Christian love of the

values derived from the Bible have formed the basis for civil law in
Western civilization, and many political and constitutional theories have

evolved

along

lines

parallel

to Catholic social

Christians in Nigeria in modern times
the

of

were

teaching.

the disabled,

The very first
the slaves and

reject
society. They
picked up or purchased, housed,
clothed and fed in homes around the mission houses. The Church has

therefore been, and still is,

were

at the forefront of welfare activities in many

societies around the world and Nigerians are desirous of
happen in the emerging democracy in our own society.

seeing

this

gigantic hwnanitarian intervention of the church during the
Nigerian Civil War provided inspiration for the foundation of most of
the relief organisations in the world today. During the war, Joint
Church Aid, the greatest ecumenical relief organisation of all times,
carried out the largest airlift since the Berlin Airlift at the end of the
The

Second World War. The Church thus showed to the whole world what
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resolve, adequate funding, consolidated

Unfortunately, all that has since
operational
become forgotten history.
A welfare department was established at the Catholic Secretariat in
the late 1950s, but it remained irrelevant until 1968 at the height of the
Nigerian Civil War. In that year it was re-established and registered as a

planning

and

schemes.
.

member of Caritas

Catholic

charities,

Internationalis, the international conference of
which

was

founded

in

1951.

With massive

funding, the Welfare Department of the Catholic
effectively coordinated, at the end of the Civil War, the
largest relief and rehabilitation project ever carried out on the African
continent. The records at the Catholic Secretariat speak for themselves.
During and after the war, Hopeville, the rehabilitation centre at Uturu
for amputee victims of the war, became a household name nationally
and internationally. Technically speaking, both the Welfare Department
and Hopeville, the village of hope, have ceased to exist. Among the
international

Secretariat

for this unfortunate tum of event is the fuilure to realise that the
provision of welfare is not an ad hoc undertaking but a continuous and
reasons

integral part of the spreading of the kingdom of God on earth. The
sick, the orphans, the unemployed, the homeless, handicapped youth,
the disabled, etc. would want to experience the solidarity of the church
in concrete structures. The church, by virtue of its social mission, and
by virtue of its hwnanitarian experience, can and should provide
leadership in the integration ofthe disabled in our society.
IV. The Role ofIndividuals and

Organisations
integration of the disabled in the society depends ultimately on the
cooperation of the individuals, their organisations and their cuhural
conceptions. Constitutions, they say, are written in the hearts of the
people, and this is because no amount of legislation will reduce the
level of discrimination, or enhance fimd-raising drives if the people's
stereotype attitudes towards the disabled remain immutably negative.
A change in attitudes shall therefore be a determining factor in our
option for the disabled in a democratic society. People still look on
disability with disdain and families are sometimes ashamed of their
mentally disabled members. Ignorance and local taboos often stand in
The
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the way of proper medical attention These, and many more,
attitudes that should be eliminated in our society.

are

the

Furthermore, the situation of the Nigerian society demands that
rehabilitation centres and vocational institutions be

urgently established

for disabled persons. But our efforts at providing self-sustaining
opportunities for persons with disabilities will increasingly resuh in the

replacement
other

public

of institutional life with

an

integrated

words, persons with disabilities will need
residential and

co-existence. In

to live and work in

and therefore will

working places
acceptance, solidarity and cooperation

of their

require
neighbours and

the
co

workers.
The

their

that disabled persons are dependent on
should elicit in us greater willingness

recognition
survival

contributions towards their

upkeep.

This is

an area

where

charity
to

for

make

organisations

and corporate bodies are expected to make an impact. There is need
for more service providers and promoters from the private sector.
Conclusion

protection of the rights of the disabled is the collective
responsibility of the government, the church and private individuals
and organisations. Since these bodies share common objectives,
their efforts should be coordinated and complimented, with the
government bearing most of the financial burden. The underlying
principles here should be those of subsidiarity and solidarity,
namely, of the state entering into contributory partnership with all
service providers, and of all sections of society supporting one
The

another.
The

subsidiarity

term

terminology"

is

a

as

used

in

modem

derivation from Catholic Social

secular

political
Teaching where

Pope Pius XI, in his encyclical Quadragensimo Anno, defined
principle in the following terms:

the

gravely wrong to take from individuals what they
accomplish by their own initiative and industry and give it
to the community, so also it is
a disturbance of right order to
to
a
or
greater
assign
higher association what lesser and
Just

as

it is

can

...
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organisations can do
ought, therefore, to let

subordinate
the State

Society:

The supreme authority of
subordinate groups handle
of lesser importance, which would
....

concerns

dissipate its efforts greatly."

The establishment of rehabilitation and vocational institutions and the

provision of qualified and dedicated care personnel are some of the
responsibilities of the state towards the disabled which can be more
effectively run by the church and private organisations. We look
forward to a democratic world order in which the government gives
financial support to the humanitarian efforts of non-governmental
agencies. That was what the Holy Father had in mind when he urged
the church leaders and government authorities "to work together to
,,29
serve the well-being of the entire nation
By the show of solidarity, a well structured society helps its members
to develop their personality and achieve their rights. Homo homini
lupus (man is wolf to man) is Thomas Hobbes' description ofa society
in which the strong trample upon the rights of the weak and the
defenceless. The society we are called upon to build is one in which we
are our brothers' keepers. To be healthy, democracy requires the
presence of a system of common values." Protecting the rights of
persons with disabilities and guaranteeing them a life worthy of human
dignity are some of these values. Let us wholeheartedly agree with the
Pope that Nigeria's history at the moment ''requires concerted and
honest efforts to foster harmony and national unity, to guarantee
respect for human life and human rights, to promote justice and
development, to combat unemployment, to give hope to the poor and
the suffering, to resolve conflicts through dialogue and to establish a
,,31
true and lasting solidarity between all sectors of society.
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